Leading the way

Prospectivity and steadfast preparation are the only ways to anticipate and ready oneself for change

Today’s dynamic environment is making it necessary for all of us to anticipate and react. Business environments are rapidly assuming new forms, and leaders need to be prepared to address new challenges. The future will define their actions clearly and distinctly. Therefore, the paradigm that prevails today can be forerunners and partners for a future that is tough to predict, and those factors make it necessary for leaders to adapt continuously. The mindset is that an organization must be able to find alternative solutions and usually be ready for change.

To cope with the increase in volatility and complexity can be a challenge. This requires us to retain our goals and practices. Hence, organizations recognize the significance of aligning their goals and practices with the changing technological and economic landscape. Many organizations are taking a proactive strategy and focusing on staying ahead of the curve.

WHAT VUCA MEANS FOR YOU

Making strategic decisions in a world of flux is one of the biggest challenges facing organizations today. Organizations need to be dynamic and adapt to the changing environment. To achieve this, two key strategies are essential:

1. **Vision, understanding and clarity of purpose:** It is essential to clarify the organizational mission and objectives. This helps in aligning the organizational priorities and markets.
2. **Strategic foresight:** The need of the hour is to have a clear vision and direction. This involves looking at the future challenges and opportunities and developing strategies to mitigate them.

The interdependence of industries has given rise to challenges, but within them lie lielt-edged opportunities. Today, communication is a short curtivated justification for not enough changes and opportunities are being missed. The future will be characterized by organizations that are ready to embrace change and seize opportunities.
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In chaos, opportunity

The interdependence of industries has given rise to challenges, but within them lie lielt-edged opportunities.

Today, communication is a short curtivated justification for not enough changes and opportunities are being missed. The future will be characterized by organizations that are ready to embrace change and seize opportunities.
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Strategic foresight of the need of the hour

With disruptions the norm, one needs to be fleet-footed and flexible to stay ahead of the curve.

Nawalpris Singh Chairman and MD, Korn Ferry

A commitment to innovation

In challenging times, collaborative growth could end up being a key competitive differentiator.

Anil Chadhury MD & Zone President, Schneider Electric India

Embracing healthcare’s new normal

Vision, understanding and clarity of purpose are essential to resolving the challenges inherent in healthcare’s ongoing evolution.

Shobana Kamineni Chairperson, Apollo Hospitals Enterprise and Chairperson, Apollo Munich Health Insurance

Moving ahead in volatile times

Uncertain times are pushing leaders and enterprises to look beyond traditional strategic tools.

Charmish Arora Regional CEO South Asia, Pacific, Schaeffler Group
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